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and wonderful world. We learnt that kerosene, 
which people brought from market, came from the 
depths of the earth. We came to believe that when 
our people became a little better off our school 
would move into a big white building with large 
windows, and the pupils would have desks.” 

Post-reading: 
I. Additional Vocabulary Practice 
1. Every year, students in the United States

compete in a national __________, a contest in 
which participants must spell difficult words. 

2. The farmer bought the land because of the
________ Earth. 

3. An ______ person tells the truth and expects
others to do the same. 

4. The population of a country________ a
leader in a democratic process. 

5. The soldiers knew that at 5:00 a.m.
the________ would be ready to make them 
exercise. 

6. When someone commits a crime, it is the job
of the________ to catch him. 

7. On summer evenings, my family sits on
the________ and watches the sunset. 

8. In the park, the two lovers were sitting on
a________ and talking about their future together. 

9. When I come home from school, something
tasty is cooking on the __________. 

10. When the student needed advice about how
to apply for university, she asked a ________ at 
school. 

11. Someday I will ________ from a university
and find a good job. 

12. I am still able to ________ poems that I
learned years ago. 

II. Who, What, Where, When, How?
Divide the class into groups and ask each 

group to make a chart with 5 columns. Each 
column represents information about the text on 
One-Room Schools (American and Kyrgyz). 
Then, as a class, share the information that they 
have. 

III. Venn Diagram
(Similarities and Differences of US and 

Kyrgyz Schools in the Past)  
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM IN IUK 

This article deals with the development of the American Studies program in IUK and curriculum 
development project. 
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It was in 2001-2002 when I went to the 

University of  Michigan as  a Fulbright scholar 
with my curriculum development project. I saw 

the University  curriculum activities and how they 
developed depending on the majors  and a minors. 
At that time  Kyrgyzstan developed the relations 
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with USA and there were a lot of exchange 
programs between two countries that brought to 
complete understanding and friendship. In spite of 
the differences in the curriculum development 
(ups and downs) in Kyrgyzstan as well as in the 
USA the quality of education in the universities of 
the US were high and flexible and  available for 
those who would like to gain the knowledge. As 

soon as I came to Kyrgyzstan we applied to the 
new program that is titled “American Study”  as 
the part of Regional study and it was not so well 
developed and  it was supported by the staff of 
that time in the Ministry of Education and by our 
president as well as the vice presidents and it 
began to work in 2001-2002 in IUK. WE began to 
submit the students in 2003. 

table 1.  Dynamics of the number of the students on American study program. 
International University of Kyrgyzstan 

Y - s 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
№ of 
students 

17 19 37 56 30 54 77 104 101 125 153 

graduated - - - 16 - - - 24 - - 20 

freshmen 30 24 23 27 21 24 28 36 
Total 44 54 77 104 101 125 153 169 
Distedu. - - - 38 for 3-

d course 

grad 21 

total 228 

After some years the US government opened 
different programs  for the teachers as well as for 
the students. 

Our teachers  and students were in the US with 
IREX, ACCELS, summer schools, Flex, programs 
and they also began to understand that to  see and 
to learn other cultures will bring to the 
understanding between the nations. 

They were grateful for the supporters like 
Fulbright program, specially to the (US Education 
Department) where all the English teachers gained 
a lot of theoretical and practical knowledge. 
Besides  they learned that all the people want 
peace and collaboration for the sake of the 
friendship. We began to invite scholars from the 
USA who came  with the definite program to 
Kyrgyzstan, and students began to overcome their 
psychological barriers quickly and it helped a lot 
to master the language. I won’t give the list of the 
teachers who are our close friends of the students 
as well as my own family , just look at website: 
www. kiide.kg 

Some years later the US government developed 
the program “Work and Travel” . It was an other 
good opportunity for our students to go and work 
and even to study there. Of there is a great danger 
for the US as well as for Kyrgyzstan that young 

people are fond of new cases and they wanted to 
stay and to work there. WE also meet such cases 
too. But when I was in Chicago last year I met my 
students who were alumni of our IUK they 
explained me that they won’t like to stay there, 
they would like to come back and to serve their 
own country that was a great news for me , II 
didn’t expect from them,  they building houses in 
Bishkek ,helping their parents  as soon as they 
graduate from their higher education they will 
come to Kyrgyzstan. 

I researched the colleges and universities 
where they study and I was so glad they they are 
not only working but studying too. I would like to 
give examples. 
IUK alumni  who are earning their degrees in the  
US and they are about more than 10 ten students. 

I would like to express my gratitude to those 
students who are studying abroad and who are 
ready to come back after the graduation from the 
higher education. We have a lot of students in 
Germany, Italy, France, United Arabic Emirates, 
in China  because of American Study programs. It 
will forward to the success of young generation in 
Kyrgyzstan. I would like to tell that Amarican 
Study program was very useful and helpful for the 
Kyrgystan students. 
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PECULIARITIES OF THE KYRGYZ COMMUNICATION CULTURE IN 
COMPARISON TO AMERICAN COMMUNICATION CULTURE 

The aim of my paper is to show the main differences and similarities  between  two different cultures 
like Kyrgyz and American. The main issues that are to be researched include: Socialization, openness to 
the world, value of kinship relations. 

Key words: comparison, behavioral norms, cultural communication skills. 
Целью этой работы является показать основные сходства и различия между двумя 

культурами: кыргызской и американской. Основные вопросы, которые должны быть освещены 
включают: социализация, открытость к миру, ценность родственных отношений. 

Ключевые слова: сравнение, поведенческие нормы, культурные навыки общения. 

Every country has their own style of 
communication, without communication there is 
no society, without society there is no human 
being. Communication is inseparable part of the 
people’s life  In the century of globalization we 
need to be tolerant to each other as well as to the 
foreign cultured peoples too. Communication as a 
social phenomenon is researched by different 
scholars abroad as well as in our cultures. A 
special group from Voronedge University such 
scholars like Sternin, Popova, and famous scholars 
as TerMinasova ,Karassik,Issers were very 
interested in this theme and they did  researched 
well. E Sapir, Van Dijk,  Polish scholar Anna 
Wierbiskaya  were very interested in 
communication of the different cultured people.  

The aim of my paper is to show the main 
differences and similarities  between two different 
cultures like Kyrgyz and American. The main 
issues that are to be researched include 
:1)Socialization, openness to the world, value of 
kinship relations, hospitality , special respect to 
the elderly people- not to tell by their names- 
fathers and mothers, elder generation like 
“aksakals”,  usage of the taboo  for the in law’s 
families,  to support  financially as well as 
spiritually the relatives in case when somebody 
dies among the tribes or if there is a great 
celebration like wedding parties, flexibility in 

time, never smile in pictures, special forms of 
greeting- Kyrgyz people don’t great all people, 
development of the public speech as an art, 
knowledge of genealogy, easy acceptance of the 
foreign culture in Kyrgyz culture; In American 
culture they are  individualism, individual 
freedom, self reliance, hard work, competition and 
success, absence of authority timidity, to be busy 
with the work without paying any attention to 
other activities, to use the tactics of indirect 
questioning, punctuality in time, smile in greetings 
and in the pictures, general forms of greetings- 
Americans may greet all people, as a dominant 
feature of the American culture. There are not 
only differences in communication, but there are 
also similarities between these two cultures. I 
would like to focus on behavioral norms of the US 
culture and Kyrgyz people. 

USA               Kyrgyz culture. 
1.Work hard 1. Not so much
2.To be thankful              2. Very thankful
3.Not lose the time            3. No punctuality
4.Keep clean 4. Depends on the

          situation        
5.Hope for the better            5.Very optimistic 
6.Not to be arrogant- to    6. Very tolerant
 make panic  
7.Be honest       7.Depends on 
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